


3. State-of-the-art “Walk Stations.” Using amazing 
technology, employees can literally walk on a treadmill 
while:

• On the phone
• On the computer
• Conducting a meeting
• Writing a proposal
        

Imagine walking five miles a day while working. Just 
think of how many pounds people can shed as they 
work, and what that means to overall employee fitness!
     

4. Colors.4. Colors. The bright, whimsical colors associated with 
the Taco Bell brand are cleverly incorporated into their 
headquarters’ soft, subtle color scheme. The impres- 
sion is … wow! You think, ”Let’s get to work, this is 
fun!” At the same time, you feel relaxed and inspired. 
Color is one of the most underutilized stress relievers 
in the work environment.
        

5. Signage. Located on each floor throughout the buil- 5. Signage. Located on each floor throughout the buil- 
ding are information boards, television screens and 
mployee competition banners -- keeping everyone fo- 
cused on company goals, employee fitness, and up-to- 
the minute information on what’s going on with the 
company. It’s about keeping people excited, connected 
and informed, and it works. 

6. Sound and Noise Reduction. Taco Bell’s state-of- 
the-art sound-masking technology helps reduce dis- 
traction while improving speech privacy. Minimizing 
noise distraction helps reduce stress in the workplace.
   

7. Food and Snacks.7. Food and Snacks. Taco Bell is a fast food restaurant  
chain, but it treats employees to a wide variety of heal- 
thy food choices throughout its office building -- whe- 
ther it’s the well-stocked employee cafeteria or one of 
the many wellness bars located throughout the envi- 
ronment. To name just a few examples, nuts and trail 
mixes are strategically offered as any-time snacks for 
employees to munch on while gathered in small mee- employees to munch on while gathered in small mee- 
ting areas throughout the building.
   

8. Ergonomic Furniture. Technology in seating, stan- 
ding and meeting facilitation has never been as good 
for the body and overall health as it is today, and Taco 
Bell takes full advantage of these advancements. 
These improvements in furniture design actually help 
bring people together to work to work more efficiently, 
making the entire work experience more interactive 
and fun.and fun.
     

Obviously, Taco Bell gets it: The company understands 
how the wellness office environment translates into 
caring, productivity and pride. Every day, Taco Bill 
gives its employees the tools they need to excel in to- 
day’s global marketplace …  and that’s “ Thinking Out- 
side The Bun!”
     

Understanding how wellness can influence all aspects Understanding how wellness can influence all aspects 
of a company’s operation is an important paradigm 
shift many CEOs need to make. Once the CEO makes 
a personal alignment to embrace wellness, a move- 
ment and shift in thinking will trickle down the ladder 
into the company’s DNA. The resulting benefits will be 
experienced not only by the company and its emplo- 
yees, but by the entire surrounding communityees, but by the entire surrounding community. 
   

As a nation, employee wellness improvements may be 
the only solution to our healthcare challenges. And the  
CEOs of small to medium-sized companies are best 
suited to lead the charge for healthy change in our 
communities -- so crucial for the ultimate success of 
our companies, not to mention the future of our coun- 
try and our families, as well.


